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ABSTRACT 

 

The Variation Ontology (VariO) is used for describing and annotating types, effects, consequences, 

and mechanisms of variations. To facilitate easy and consistent annotations, the online application 

VariOtator was developed. For variation type annotations, VariOtator is fully automated, accepting 

variant descriptions in Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) format, and generating VariO 

terms, either with or without full lineage, that is, all parent terms. When a coding DNA variant 

description with a reference sequence is provided, VariOtator checks the description first with 

Mutalyzer and then generates the predicted RNA and protein descriptions with their respective 

VariO annotations. For the other sublevels, function, structure, and property, annotations cannot be 

automated, and VariOtator generates annotation based on provided details. For VariO terms relating 

to structure and property, one can use attribute terms as modifiers and evidence code terms for 

annotating experimental evidence. There is an online batch version, and stand-alone batch versions 

to be used with a Leiden Open Variation Database (LOVD) download file. A SOAP Web service 

allows client programs to access VariOtator programmatically. Thus, systematic variation effect and 

type annotations can be efficiently generated to allow easy use and integration of variations and 

their consequences. 
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Introduction 

Information on (genetic) variation is being collected in a widerange of databases. Central 

databases comprise, for example, UniProtKB [UniProt Consortium, 2015], ClinVar [Landrum et al., 

2014], and Ensembl Variation [Cunningham et al., 2015]. Other types of variation databases include 

locus-specific databases (LSDBs), of which those using the Leiden Open Variation Database 

(LOVD) management software [Fokkema et al., 2011] form the majority. LSDBs are generally 

considered as the most reliable source of variation information as these resources are typically 

curated by experts in the genes and diseases. 

A systematic representation of information facilitates data integration, comparison of data, 

automated searching within and across databases, and the development of dedicated software tools. 

Published recommendations for LSDBs [Cotton et al., 2008] include the use of a standardized 

nomenclature. Systematic gene names and symbols are implemented and approved by the HUGO 

Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) [Gray et al., 2013]. Standardized reference sequences in 

the Locus Reference Genomic (LRG) sequence format [Dalgleish et al., 2010] are being created and 

curated at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and the National Center for Biotechnology 

Information (NCBI). The LRG records contain stable fixed reference DNA sequences along with all 

relevant transcript and protein sequences essential to the description of gene variants, and an exon 

numbering system [MacArthur et al., 2014]. Efforts are being made to standardize variant 

descriptions, such as the use of the Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) nomenclature [den 

Dunnen and Antonarakis, 2000]. Guidelines for establishing [Vihinen et al., 2012] and curating 

[Celli et al., 2012] LSDBs highlight the importance of systematics in gene variant databases.  

Gene variant databases would benefit from a standardized annotation of variant descriptions, so 

that automated searches and analyses within and across databases would become possible and/or 

much easier. One way to create a standardized annotation is to use an ontology, a controlled 

vocabulary conceptualizing a knowledge domain by defining the central terms and their 

relationships. The use of consistent terminology is essential to guarantee that the information, the 

message, is correctly understood [Vihinen, 2015a]. The Gene Ontology (GO) [Ashburner et al., 

2000] and the Sequence Ontology (SO) [Eilbeck et al., 2005] are widely used for describing gene 

products in terms of their associated biological processes, cellular components, and molecular 

functions (GO) or for describing features pertinent to sequence annotation (SO). These ontologies 

have a very broad scope. The Variation Ontology (VariO) [Vihinen, 2014a] was developed as a 

specific ontology for describing and annotating types, effects, and mechanisms of variations. Note 

that VariO does not contain clinical terms apart from pathogenicity association. 

VariO can be used for describing variations and their consequences only, that is, it cannot be 

utilized for annotation of normal or wild-type situations. It should be possible to describe any type 



of variation and effect with VariO. The ontology is work in progress and new terms will be added 

whenever necessary, for example, to facilitate annotations based on novel technologies. VariO 

annotations are made by combining terms. VariO is organized in three main levels: DNA, RNA, and 

protein, each of which has four sublevels: variation type, function, structure, and property. Each of 

these sublevels has then more detailed terms. Variation type terms describe the origin and 

classification of variations, including such terms as “VariO:0136 DNA substitution” and 

“VariO:0147 epigenetic DNA variation.” General functions affected by variation can be described 

with function terms. Structure terms are for describing affected DNA, RNA, and protein structural 

features, and vary substantially between the three levels. Property terms are used for diverse 

characteristics, such as conservation of DNA variation site or effect on protein abundance. In 

addition to these four sublevels, attribute terms can be used as modifiers of the structure and 

property terms, for instance, to describe effects on quantity or affected interactions due to the 

variation. Since the function terms are general, modifying these with attribute terms does not 

addmuch information and thus attribute terms are not used with these. Specific descriptions can be 

made with property terms. 

Guidelines for how the annotation is made and how to use VariO in different situations have been 

published [Vihinen, 2014a, 2015b). The flowchart for steps in VariO annotation has been described 

[Vihinen, 2014b]. Briefly, the database curator collects all relevant information about the variant 

and its effects, mechanisms, and consequences. This may include data from laboratories, databases, 

and literature. The precise position of the variant in the three reference sequences for DNA, RNA, 

and protein (where relevant) will be obtained and annotated with variation type annotations. For 

function annotations, the user has to choose the appropriate terms at the relevant levels DNA, RNA, 

and/or protein. Structural changes due to variation can be explained in detail. Depending on the 

annotation level, the property annotation items can vary. Both the structure and property annotations 

can be modulated by using attributes to make the annotations more detailed. Further, Evidence 

Ontology (ECO) terms can be added to provide users with the possibility to evaluate the strength of 

evidence behind annotations. ECO describes the methods used to obtain the annotated results 

[Chibucos et al., 2014]. 

To facilitate easy annotation and to enhance the consistency in the use of the VariO terms for 

annotating variants, a user-friendly online application called VariOtator was developed. For 

variation type annotations the tool is fully automated, it accepts variant descriptions according to 

the HGVS nomenclature and generates VariO annotation, either with or without the full ontology 

lineage. When the user provides a full codingDNA variant description, that is,with the reference 

sequence, the description is first checked with the Mutalyzer Name Checker (https://mutalyzer.nl) 

https://mutalyzer.nl/


tool [Wildeman et al., 2008]. For the other sublevels, function, structure, and property, annotations 

cannot be automated. VariOtator generates annotation at these levels based on provided details. 

 

Implementation 

Several implementations of the VariOtator tool are available at http://variationontology.org/ (Fig. 

1). There is a Graphical User Interface (GUI) at http://variationontology.org/VariOtator.php for 

interactive submissions. For variation type annotations, there are three batch versions at 

http://variationontology.org/VariOtatorBatch.php, one with aWeb interface that requires as input a 

tab-delimited file and two stand-alone versions that use as input an LOVD download file. These 

stand-alone versions (Linux and Windows) can be downloaded and installed locally. TheWeb 

service is available at http://variationontology.org/VariOService/?wsdl. 

The core of the VariOtator is a Python (2.7) script with the RDFLib package (4.2.0), in 

combination with vario.owl and eco.owl, the Web Ontology Language (OWL 2) versions of VariO 

and ECO, respectively (see Fig. 1). The most recent version of vario.owl can be downloaded from 

http://variationontology.org/download.shtml, (at the moment version 1.04), the latest eco.owl file 

(release 2015- 01-12) was downloaded from the Evidence Ontology Website 

(http://evidenceontology.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/eco.owl). 

The VariOtator Web interface (http://variationontology.org/VariOtator.php) was developed using 

PHP5 and JavaScript (Fig. 1). Checking variant descriptions withMutalyzer is done through their 

SOAP Web service (https://mutalyzer.nl/webservices). The VariOtator SOAP Web service makes 

use of the python-soaplib package (0.8.1), the client example uses the suds.client package (0.4). 

The stand-alone batch versions (LOVD VariOtator) for use with LOVD download files were 

developed with the cx-Freeze package (4.3.1) (http://cx-freeze.sourceforge.net). The Linux version 

is a ready-to-use package, the Windows version is available as a Windows Installer package (msi 

file). All the software is freely available and released and distributed under the terms of the GNU 

Affero General Public License version 3 (GPLv3). 

 

Features 

Web Interface 

The user interface is organized according to the levels in VariO. First, the user chooses between 

annotation for variation type, function, structure, and property, and whether full lineage is desired or 

not (Fig. 2). If full lineage is chosen, all VariO terms down to the root term (“VariO:0001 

variation”) in the ontology are provided. The resulting VariO annotations are shown on screen, and 

http://variationontology.org/
http://variationontology.org/VariOtator.php
http://variationontology.org/VariOtatorBatch.php
http://variationontology.org/VariOService/?wsdl
http://variationontology.org/download.shtml
http://evidenceontology.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/eco.owl
http://variationontology.org/VariOtator.php
https://mutalyzer.nl/webservices
http://cx-freeze.sourceforge.net/


can be downloaded as a text file. After each annotation step, the user can choose either to restart or 

to continue, in which case the new annotations are added to the previous one(s). The annotation can 

also be downloaded in a text file. 

Variation Type Annotation 

When choosing for variation type, the user can enter a variant description in HGVS format (Fig. 

2). If a reference sequence is provided with a coding DNA description, the variant description will 

be checked withMutalyzer and predicted RNA and protein descriptions and their annotations are 

provided, as well.VariOtator accepts the variation details in several formats including codingDNA, 

RNA, and protein descriptions, with or without the reference sequence. Both one- and three-letter 

amino acid codes are accepted. Examples of input are LRG_1:c.72G>A, 

NG_008680.1(PAX2):c.412A>G, NM_003990.3:c.412A>G, chr15:g.40702997G>A, r.(21a>u), and 

p.Trp26Cys. An example of VariOtator output with full lineage for variation type annotation can be 

found in Figure 3. 

Since the terms “VariO:0313 transition,” “VariO:0314 pyrimidine transition,” “VariO:0315 purine 

transition,” and “VariO:0316 transversion” can be used for annotation of both DNA and RNA 

substitutions, ancestor terms are included in the annotation also when full lineage is not chosen. So, 

if the resulting VariO terms are either “VariO:0315 purine transition” or “VariO:0314 pyrimidine 

transition,” the ancestor terms “VariO:0136 DNA substitution” and “VariO:0313 transition” are 

added in the case of DNA or “VariO:0312 RNA substitution” and “VariO:0313 transition” are added 

in the case of RNA. Similarly, when the final VariO term is “VariO:0316 transversion,” either 

“VariO:0136 DNA substitution” or “VariO:0312 RNA substitution” is added. 

Annotation of Variation Affecting Function 

The first step for annotation of variations affecting function is to choose the molecular level 

(DNA, RNA, or protein) (Fig. 2). Then, an overview of VariO terms on the specific level is 

displayed. The relevant term is chosen by clicking it after which the annotation is generated. If 

necessary, more than one term can be chosen. An example of function annotation can be found in 

Figure 3. 

Annotation of Variation Affecting Structure 

As with functional annotation, the user first chooses the molecular levels (Fig. 2). If the selected 

term has sublevels, they are shown. This way the user can make very detailed annotations. Once the 

structure terms are chosen, it becomes possible to pick an attribute term, to modify and specify the 

annotation. For example, the quantity of the structure terms can be specified by using quantity 

change attributes including those for increased, decreased,missing, and not changed. In the next 



phase, an ECO term can be added to annotate the (experimental) evidence and method based on 

which the annotation is made. An example of structure annotation can be found in Figure 3.  

Annotation of Variation Affecting Property 

Variation properties are annotated similar to structural variations, including the use of attribute 

terms and ECO annotations. Both structure and property terms are specific for the molecular levels. 

The protein level allows for the largest number of choices due to the very wide spectrum of effects. 

An example of property annotation with attribute and ECO terms can be found in Figure 3.  

Batch Versions 

As variation type annotations can be automated and there are numerous databases containing very 

large numbers of variants, effective tools are needed for their annotation. For this purpose, we 

developed batch versions (http://variationontology.org/VariOtatorBatch.php) (see Fig. 1). The Web-

based batch version requires a tab-delimited file with variant descriptions (coding DNA and 

optionally protein variant descriptions) as input. The results are provided in a tab-delimited file 

containing the original variant descriptions and predicted RNA variant descriptions, and the VariO 

terms for the variation type annotations at the DNA, RNA, and optionally at protein levels. The 

VariO terms are given including the full lineage up to but not including the root term “VariO:0001 

variation.” In contrast to the Web interface, the terms are not checked with Mutalyzer. There is a 

batch version for that purpose. 

For annotating databases using the LOVD management system, stand-alone batch versions are 

available, both for Linux and Windows. These can be downloaded from 

http://variationontology.org/VariOtatorBatch.php. These versions are for variation type annotation 

only, and the variant descriptions are not checked with Mutalyzer. The user has to add columns for 

VariO annotations at the three molecular levels, DNA, RNA, and protein, to the LOVD database 

prior to using the VariOtator tool, as the tool uses an LOVD download file as input and adds the 

VariO terms to the relevant columns in that file. As how to add columns to the database, we refer to 

the LOVD documentation and VariOtator help files. Annotations are automatically added to the 

database when uploading the LOVD download file. If for some reason the annotation cannot be 

made an error log is provided, so that the users can solve the problematic cases. 

Web Service 

For programmatic access to the VariO annotation type tool, a SOAP Web service was developed, 

with which VariO annotation generation can be fully integrated into other software. An example 

client script for how to use this Web service can be found at http://variationontology.org/VariO-

client-suds.py. It is a Python script that takes one variant description at a time, and generates the 

http://variationontology.org/VariOtatorBatch.php
http://variationontology.org/VariOtatorBatch.php
http://variationontology.org/VariO-client-suds.py
http://variationontology.org/VariO-client-suds.py
http://variationontology.org/VariO-client-suds.py
http://variationontology.org/VariO-client-suds.py


VariO annotations for that description, including the full lineage up to the root term (not included). 

A Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) description is available at 

http://variationontology.org/VariOService/?wsdl for easy generation of client programs in many 

languages. Again, the variant descriptions are not checked with Mutalyzer, this can be done with 

their Web services, if desired. Because of this, predicted RNA and protein descriptions are not 

provided when entering a coding DNA variant description, as is the case with the web interface. 

Discussion 

The VariOtator tool was developed to guarantee the consistency of annotations with VariO terms 

and to help with the task of variation annotation. By using the fully automated scripts, variation type 

annotation systematics in databases can be significantly improved. The specific batch versions for 

use with LOVD databases allows addition of variation type annotations to be included to the 

resources in the most widely used LSDB environment. For the three other annotation levels, 

function, structure, and property, the tool provides an easy-to-use and user-friendly interface. A 

guide with detailed instructions for annotators is available [Vihinen, 2014b] and examples of 

annotation with VariO can be found in [Vihinen, 2015b] or at 

http://www.variationontology.org/Examples.shtml. 

An example of the use of VariO in an LSDB can be found at 

http://databases.lovd.nl/shared/genes/BTK. BTKbase [Väliaho et al., 2006; Schaafsma and Vihinen, 

2015] is a database for Bruton agammaglobulinemia tyrosine kinase (BTK) variants causing X-

linked agammaglobulinemia, a rare primary immunodeficiency [Tsukada et al., 1993; Vetrie et al., 

1993]. BTKbase has been previously maintained with MUTbase software [Riikonen and Vihinen, 

1999; Väliaho et al., 2006]. As part of the conversion to the LOVD database management system, 

some novel features such as VariO annotations were included. In the LOVD installation, the VariO 

annotations can be found in the columns “VariO Annotation DNA level,” “VariO Annotation RNA 

level,” and “VariO Annotation protein level.” With the generated batch tools, variation type 

annotations can be automatically added to all the other LOVD-based LSDBs. It is up to the database 

curators to make these annotations as VariOtator is not integrated with LOVD. Once the annotations 

are added, it will become possible to make new kinds of analyses over known variation space. The 

other types of annotations are so variable and complex that they cannot be automated. VariO 

annotations are currently being added to the remaining 130 IDbases [Piirila et al., 2006] and are 

already available in NDDVD, NeuroDegenerative Diseases Variation Database 

(http://bioinf.suda.edu.cn/NDDvarbase/LOVDv.3.0/genes) containing information for 126 genes in 

49 diseases [Yang et al., in preparation]. 

http://variationontology.org/VariOService/?wsdl
http://www.variationontology.org/Examples.shtml
http://databases.lovd.nl/shared/genes/BTK
http://bioinf.suda.edu.cn/NDDvarbase/LOVDv.3.0/genes
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Figure 1: Overview of the VariOtator implementations. The scripts in the dotted box all have the 

same functionality, but are optimized for different purposes (mainly regarding to I/O). ECO: 

Evidence Ontology, format eco.owl; VariO: Variation Ontology, format vario.owl; GUI: Graphical 

User Interface; LOVD: Leiden Open Variation Database; SOAP: computer network messaging 

protocol; RDFLib: Python library for working with the Resource Description Framework (RDF).  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Flowchart of the annotation process with VariOtator 



 

Figure 3: VariOtator web interface output. Variation type annotation with full lineage using 

NM_000061.2:c.1574G>A as input, and variation function, structure and property annotation on 

protein level, with full lineage and attribute and ECO terms. 


